Report Shaahin Norouzi
It was the first time I came to Europe; a trip which was interesting, enjoyable and full of excitements,
an experience which I will realize its effect within a time.
Inimitable museums of this country are tempting me to come back again and rich cultural history
leads me to peruse and research.
Krems and Danube gave me a tranquility to review my expression; an appropriate time and place to
do my installation for an art exhibition I had in Porgy & Bess.
Dürnstein event was a unique experience where I should have express a pictorial necessity within a
specific timing.
I really experienced precise planning and pleasurable support during my stay in AIR and I would like
to avail the chance to express my gratitude to every member of its team and Imago Dei festival for
all the dedicated time, detailed programming and kind support.
Encountering with a culture and life style, continuing inhabitance in the café and restaurants in cold
nights and on the sidewalks during the sunny days, listening to the new Austrian friends complains
who fuss about the earth and the moon, realizing a hidden nationalism with a major fear of
immigrants in people questions combined with my past and history along with my own personal and
playful interpretation are developing other components in my artworks.
I hope it would be a chance from AIR project if there is an opportunity after leaving Krems for any
guest artist to stay in contact with the team to review and follow his/her impression in order to
develop it.
And now this is a time to rehearse with Austrian artists whom pleasure working with to create my
last performance in the festival Imago Dei which I call: "Tehran Mr. Image rendezvous with Krems
Miss. Music"
Projects:
Live painting within the framework of the Symposium Dürnstein
"Those who don't want to work should not eat"
Opening: 8.3.2018, 6:30 pm
Location: Stift Dürnstein

Exhibition Pain_t(H)ings
Opening: 13.3.2018, 6.30 pm
Duration: 14.3.–31.3.2018
Location: Porgy & Bess

Live Painting & Live music in Imago Dei Festival
"My Favorite Nightmare"
Opening: 29.3.2018, 19:00
Location: Stein Minorite Church – Klangraum Krems

